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MAY 17, 1998 
 

THE SEARCH FOR SELF ~ CLOSURE CEREMONY, CEREMONY 

 
 

Waith: We bring to you all the very Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of 

the Kingdom of Amelius. 

 

Thank you. 

 

It is a grand occasion. Closure to any type of energy grouping or gathering is one of 

Lightheartedness and joy and one of celebration. It is with this emotion, as you would 

call it on the plane that we enter in, filled with great celebration as an energy.  

 

You have achieved a tremendous movement in each of your paths, for you have 

determined to focus on a particular study that then enables you to further your focus of 

study. That is what the journey on the earth plane is about ~ focusing ~ and eventually 

bringing closure. To simply focus without bringing closure accomplishes nothing, for then 

you simply are continuing to focus and focus and focus without there ever being 

resolution brought in to the study. 

 

Understand that the study outside of The Universal Consciousness is in levels of 

understanding, and before you can move to a new level, you must bring closure to the 

level at which you were studying. That then gives you a beginning and an end, as you 

would call it on the earth plane. It is a sense of concreteness and very important to the 

strengthening of Self ~ the very important Respect of Self that is the most and first 

important GUIDELINE FOR GROWTH, as we emphasize so often.  

 

Respect Self. The Respect of Self comes from continually having closure to that which 

you study. Whether it is a very short period of time, as you call it on the plane, or 

whether it is an extended period of time, there must be the time when you say, “Ah, we 

have completed the requirements for this level of awareness and it is time to be 

recognized.” It is very important to have concrete recognition. As you move along in 

your path, many of you will find you have no need for concrete recognition ~ the 

recognition comes from within Self. However, regardless of any on the plane who would 

say they need not concrete recognition, there is a little part of them that says, “Ah, but it 

is nice to have someone know that there has been completion and that there has been a 

closure given within Self to a particular focus.”  

 

All of the experiences that you have had as a result of this focus now have resolution. 

You can take that resolution and serve it as the foundation for the next level of 

understanding. Then you achieve the next level of understanding and you have 

experiences and you bring closure to it and there is resolution and that resolution then 

serves as the foundation for the next level of awareness ~ that is how growth is 

achieved.  

 

Thus, all of you have been a part of what we call the CHARTER PARTICIPATION OF THE 

SEARCH FOR SELF AT THE INITIATOR LEVEL. There are two other levels that will be presented 
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at this Charter Participation. The Second Level will be the Practitioner Level. The Third 

Level will be the Master Level. For those of you who have completed the entire SEARCH 

FOR SELF, you will have the opportunity, if you so desire, in the next year coming on the 

plane, to have the ability to go into the Practitioner Level, where we will give you 

grueling exercises to prove that you can participate and actually go about and begin to 

learn and teach this information. 

 

Those of you who are receiving recognition for several of the components of the six in 

THE SEARCH FOR SELF will also have the opportunity then to reach your levels of 

awareness at the Practitioner Level in that particular area that you have received 

certification during this Charter year. Once the Practitioner Level has been achieved by 

each of you, then the Master Level will come in and that will be also at the Charter 

Level. 

 

Out of this, now, comes the ability to present this to a wider range of entities on the 

plane. You have all helped in the laying of the foundation of that particular activity that 

we have planned. The details of the next levels will be coming to you from Terra Lux, so 

you will hear about it. In this gathering we are here to celebrate that you have achieved 

a very important level of understanding. 

 

We also will be introducing to you a particular component that will go with all of the 

Certifications and that is what we refer to as ~ this particular mineral member is going to 

be referred to as the Waith Energy Transmitter. Pooh has nicknamed it the WET stone  

 ~ certainly not to be without irreverence. The Waith Energy Transmitter will be a 

component of recognition and energy transmission that comes from our kingdom to 

your kingdom and will be a transference of our energy into your energy field. 

 

We are, also, introducing ~ what you see here ~ in conjunction with (Name given), what 

are called Energy Transmitters. They are from the kingdom of the trees, the minerals and 

other nature oriented kingdoms that speak to her ~ and she has created these particular 

transmitters. (Waith shows the six Energy Transmitters) We will be presenting one to each of 

the six who have completed the full series ~ as part of the recognition. And, as part of 

the journey that you hopefully will commit to for the next two levels ~ eventually to 

become certified as masters in THE SEARCH FOR SELF, in totality. 

 

(Name given) will be working with us as we present the physical certificates. Now we 

would want this as a photo opportunity. Our speech for this is over ~ that is it, for the 

time being anyway.  

 

The energy from our kingdom has been placed into the Waith Energy Transmitter, aka, 

WET stone. We have determined who will receive which of these Energy Transmitters ~ 

prior to our entry in. We will be presenting to the six individually and signing their 

certificates ~ right here before your very eyes. You will have a personally signed 

certificate by Waith. 

 

So, then, my love, what we would want you to do as Marisa calls out your name, you 

would please come here. We will have the stone in our hands. We will give you one of 
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the transmitters. Please hold onto the transmitter in your right hand and place your left 

hand on to the stone and we will give you an energy transference. 

 

(Name given) 

 

My love. Place your left hand and the energy is transmitted from our kingdom to your 

kingdom. You receive the very Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the 

Kingdom of Amelius. You have great pride in Self now for your accomplishments. We 

honor you. (Applause) 

 

And now, the great moment of Waith signing. We dot our i’s and cross our t’s. So, my 

love, you would receive your certificate. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Thank you, my love. 

 

(Another name is given) 

 

Receive the energy transference from our kingdom to your kingdom, and the very 

Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of Amelius. Feel great 

pride in your accomplishment, my love. We honor you. (Applause)  

 

And now the certificate. Take it off! (The cap on the pen) Lucky for you we have become 

quite acclimated to the earth plane apparatus. 

 

With us you would have to! 

 

Yes, The Metagers, indeed. My love. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Thank you. 

 

(Another name is given) 

 

Receive the energy from our kingdom to your kingdom with the very Highest of the 

White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of Amelius. Feel great pride in Self. 

We honor you. (Applause) 

 

(Another name is given) 

 

Receive the energy from our kingdom to your kingdom with the very Highest of the 

White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of Amelius. Feel great pride in Self. 

We honor you. (Applause) 

 

My love, thank you. 

 

(Another name is given) 
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Receive the energy from our kingdom to your kingdom with the very Highest of the 

White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of Amelius. Feel great pride, my love. 

We honor you. (Applause) 

 

Q: Thank you. 

 

Thank you, my love. 

 

(Another name is given) 

 

Receive the energy from our kingdom to your kingdom with the very Highest of the 

White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of Amelius. Feel great pride. We 

honor you. (Applause) 

 

Thank you. 

 

Thank you, my love. 

 

Before we begin the second honoring, we would like the six to please gather here for the 

closure energy of your particular grouping. Bring your Energy Transmitter sticks. Form a 

circle ~ we will be outside of the circle. Now hold hands, please. Ah, very, very nice. 

Repeat after me. (All are repeated) 

 

o We call upon the very Highest of the White Light. 

o We thank the very Highest of the White Light for helping us to achieve success. 

o We are in harmony within Self, 

o And we are in harmony within this energy grouping. 

o We now bring closure to this part of our journey. 

o And we call upon our own Angelic Protectors to guide us, 

o In our next phase of this journey. 

 

Take a deep breath ~ squeeze each other’s hands ~ release the hands and hug each 

other ~ and now all applaud. (Applause and group laughter) 

 

And now the six gathered together for the group photo. Come, and we will be in your 

group photo. (A photo is taken) 

 

May I say something? 

 

Yes, my love. 

 

I want to thank you for all the hard work you did for us. You have just as much to be congratulated 
for as me. 

 

Thank you, my love. (Applause) 

 

Q: You know, on the earth plane we sometimes say you have earned your wings for doing a good 

job. I think you earned your wings a long time ago.    
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Thank you, my love. We are honored by your recognition. Thank you. 

 

Waith, I have a favor to ask of you. 

 

No!!    

 

When I was taking Arian’s picture, she moved away before I could get her. Would you let her stand 
next to you again? 

 

No! Arian, bring your certificate and your Energy Transmitter. We are covering up for 

Limera’s ~ was it this moment in time, my love? 

 

Yes, that’s fine. 

 

It is this moment in time we must recapture, my love. There, very good. 

 

Thank you, Limera. 

 

Now, we will present to those of you who have received certificates for several of the 

components of THE SEARCH FOR SELF. There are many of you not here who will be 

receiving certificates in the mail, as they say. But for those of you who are here, we 

honor you with recognition in the public forum. So let us begin then, my loves.  

 

(Name given) 

 

Come, my love. Receive the energy transference from our kingdom to your kingdom, 

with the very Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of 

Amelius. Feel pride in your accomplishments. We honor you.  

 

Thank you. 

 

Now, we will sign ~ the learning curve seems to have tumbled (There is group laughter as 

Waith refers to removing the cap) There is The Webbing Effect ~ there is Group Balancing ~ 

there is The Healing Of Self ~ there is Gender Harmony ~ and there is Lightheartedness. 

(Applause) 

 

Thank you. I’m honored. 

 

We thank you, my love. 

 

(Another name is given) 

 

Receive the energy transference from our kingdom to your kingdom with the very 

Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of Amelius. Feel pride 

in your accomplishments. We honor you. 

 

It is Group Balancing ~ it is The Healing Of Self ~ it is Gender Harmony ~ it is 

Lightheartedness. (Applause) 
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Thank you. 

 

My love, thank you. 

 

(Another name is given) 

 

Receive the energy transference from our kingdom to your kingdom with the very 

Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of Amelius. Feel pride 

in your accomplishments. We honor you. 

 

It is The Webbing Effect ~ it is Group Balancing ~ it is The Healing Of Self ~ it is Gender 

Harmony. (Applause) 

 

Thank you. 

 

My love, thank you. 

 

(Another name is given) 

 

 

Receive the energy transference from our kingdom to your kingdom with the very 

Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of Amelius. Have pride 

in your accomplishments. We honor you. 

 

It is The Webbing Effect ~ it is The Healing Of Self. (Applause) 

 

Thank you. 

 

My love, thank you. 

 

We would like those who have received these certifications to come to the middle and 

form a circle ~ form a circle and hold hands. Repeat after me. (All are repeated) 

 

o We call upon the very Highest of the White Light, 

o And thank you for helping us to succeed.  

o We have completed this part of our journey, 

o And we are ready to move on to the next level. 

Breathe in deeply. 

o We thank our Angelic Protectors. 

 

Now, squeeze each other’s hands ~ let go of each other’s hands and now hug each 

other. (Applause) Group photo will now happen!!! 

 

Would any of you have any remarks, comments, questions? 

 

Thank you? 

 

Thank you is a remark. 
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Do you have any instructions to give us for our transmitter tools or is it for us to find out? 

 

Ah, a question ~ planted from The Universe. Perhaps you would assist me, my love, by 

coming here with your Energy Transmitter. A most elegant energy that surrounds you, 

my love. (Waith refers to the beaded dress she is wearing) 

 

Thank you. 

 

You are holding it in the correct way. It is appropriate when using The Energy 

Transmitter that it first of all be held ~ and Limera will be doing a photo op of this for 

future understanding. It is important that it be placed in either the right hand or the left 

hand and that the index finger be underneath, positioning it, and that the thumb be on 

top and the three other fingers cushioning around it. That is the beginning ~ the 

positioning.  

 

This is YOUR Energy Transmitter ~ it means that you must bond first with this transmitter. 

The stones and all of the other kingdom members have been custom designed for you 

through an understanding of energy with (Name given) and with us. And now, of course, 

the transmission from the WET Stone has been completed.  

 

It is important that you first bond ~ and this means that you would spend a minimum of 

one earth plane week before doing any type of work with this Energy Transmitter. You 

would hold it three times each day ~ when you first awaken, at some point during the 

day, and when you are about to go into the sleep state. Simply hold it as you see Julie 

doing, initially. As you begin to bond with this transmitter, it will tell YOU how it wants 

to be held ~ it is not written in granite that you must always hold it in a particular way. 

However, for the bonding to occur initially, this is the appropriate way that you would 

hold it. 

 

Once you have bonded, and you will know because you will feel the energy and you 

will be able to communicate, this is then able to be used in any way that you feel 

appropriate. For (Name given), for example, with the artistry and the gift that you have in 

the designing of clothing that creates such beautiful energy, this can be a tool for you to 

further call upon the higher levels of Self to give you the inspiration. It is, indeed, she 

who is creating the apparel for us that will be introduced after the summer retreat. She 

has been most patient in listening to The Company members speaking to her as she is 

attempting to create the clothing ~ as they babble. Farena, as you can understand, has 

had quite a bit to say.   It has been a new experience for her to have The Company 

members badgering her, “No, do this,” or “No, do it this way!” 

 

Whatever endeavor you find yourself in in this lifetime, this Energy Transmitter is meant 

to be an interdimensional tool of communication ~ interdimensional within the higher 

selves that one has, and interdimensional outside of Self, to receive guidance from the 

guides and the Angelic Protectors who surround you. If you feel at some time in the 

future that you need a little energy shot, come to Mushiba and we will gladly give an 

energy transference again if you feel that you have moved into another level of 

understanding that needs you to have a bit of energy placed into this. 
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This Energy Transmitter has lovingly been created by (Name given) and she is of great 

service to all in this arena. For those who would want an Energy Transmitter, they will 

be available by custom design and you will be seeing that information in the near future 

on the plane for those others who you think would also benefit from an Energy 

Transmitter ~ and from the Spook Stone, as you might say. 

 

Thank you, Waith. 

 

Does that answer your question? 

 

Yes. 

 

Are there other questions about the Energy Transmitter? 

 

(There is a silence) 

 

Any questions about the Waith Energy Transmitter? 

 

What type of stone is it? 

 

(A response from someone in the group) Soapstone. 

 

We have a few guests, if you will, in our gathering and we would like each of you to 

come and receive energy from the Waith Energy Transmitter.  

 

We would start. Place your left hand on the stone, my love. Receive the energy 

transmission from our kingdom to your kingdom with the very Highest of the White 

Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of Amelius. We understand you have final 

examinations occurring. Go with strength and renewed energy, my love. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Place the left hand, my love. Receive the energy transference from our kingdom to your 

kingdom with the very Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom 

of Amelius. We understand you have energy needs for the coming week that relate to 

your professional arena. Go with renewed energy. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Receive the energy transference from our kingdom to your kingdom with the very 

Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of Amelius. We 

understand you have need of energy for the coming week in the area of the personal 

life. Receive the strength.  

 

Thank you. 

 

Anyone else want a shot?    

 

 Will that help me in receiving any messages that I don’t receive easily? 
 Use it as an antenna. 
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 Yes! 

 

If you do not receive the messages, then you did not know there were messages to 

receive and they were not to be received. And if you received the messages, then it was 

meant that you receive them ~ oh, great psychic wonder that we are! 

 

Someone in the group said antenna. She took the words right out of my mouth. 

 

Indeed. 

 

 What kind of wood is this made out of? 
 (Spoken from a group member) They are made out of different woods ~ birch, some are cherry, 

some are maple. You have a birch ~ she has apple ~ someone else has a cherry. I like the 
birches and the soft woods. 

 I don’t know why, it’s just buzzing when I’m holding it.  

 Is it buzzing? It loves you, I guess!    
 It’s like electricity. 

 

Good. You have begun to bond already, my love. 

 

Is it a copper wire? 

 

(Group member response) It’s a brass wire. Some of them have copper ~ different gauges ~ 
different feathers. 

 

This that you see now is the Energy Transmitter that was created for Mushiba. Some of 

you have experienced the work Mushiba does with energy ~ using this Energy 

Transmitter. This is made from what, my love? 

 

Made from a willow tree. 

 

This is an example also of a type of Energy Transmitter that could be custom designed. 

You have each received small Energy Transmitters ~ there are larger versions, like this 

one for Mushiba, depending on what the needs of the entity requesting would have. This 

is also used with Mushiba for dancing ~ energy dancing. 

 

We have completed the ceremony. Are there any remarks before we bring closure to this 

ceremony? 

 

I just want to say how grateful I am. It’s been a pretty earth planey year in a lot of respects, so it’s 
been very harmonizing and balancing to have the opportunity to do this. 

 

We thank you for those kind words, my love. We have enjoyed very much being with 

all of you, and each of The Company members have also enjoyed participating. You may 

call upon them at any time. You know their color and you have their symbols. Call upon 

them, simply call out their name ~ “Hey, Frank!” ~ And they will respond. 

 

We look forward to meeting with many of you in the coming time frame after the 

summer retreat. We will continue to have a significant number of workshops being 

presented in that time starting in September. This will be workshops that will be closed, 

in essence, only to those who have received their certifications at the Initiator Level. So 
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those of you who are in this grouping, if you so choose, will go into the next level with 

each other. There will not be new entities added in. You will have already been with 

them and you will be invited to come into the next level of discussion.  

 

Anything else before we depart? 

 

Do Angels go on vacation for the summer? 

 

Oh! That is a good question, my love. We have a little hideaway ~ it is in another 

dimension. And, we have a playroom, you see, and we can go into that room and there 

are all kinds of things that we can play with ~ left only up to our own imagination. We 

can create what we want, you see, which inevitably any of you can do. I am particularly 

fond of the remote control component where I can simply sit for hours on end and click 

from one scenario to the other on the earth plane and on other training grounds and 

compare and contrast ~ that is a great deal of fun for me. I am not able to do it all that 

often, for we are so busy at the end of an illusion ~ what with all the mass departures 

and all of that going on, helping entities to reach their own potential.  

 

So, yes, we will be going on vacation a bit, but we have much work to do with The 

Metagers at Terra Lux during this summer retreat. It is a retreat for all of you, but not for 

The Metagers, for they come back in the fall fully prepared and organized to present all 

of the work that we have to do with everyone. But R & R is very much a part of the 

Angelic Realm. 

 

Enjoy it!! 

 

Thank you, my love, and we send to you a joy filled energy!  

 

So, then, for all of you, feel pride in your accomplishments. Express that pride in 

renewed service to others, for you have an added tool of strength now that has been 

developed in Self and The Universe will now expect that you give to others what you 

have learned for Self. 

 

We send to you all the very Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the 

Kingdom of Amelius. Farewell. 


